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Beth would do anything for her twin sister, Addie, who has been betrothed to a sheikh from young age and has led a life of high expectation and heavy responsibility. Beth, unlike her sister, spent a lonesome childhood receiving little attention from her parents. The twins have grown up
trusting and depending on each other. As the day of meeting the sheikh nears, Addie confides in Beth with her secret love for another man. To save her dearest Addie, Beth decides to go to the desert kingdom of Bha'Khar, pretending to be her twin sister!
A deal before the altar A desire unlocked by the Greek! As new guardian to his orphaned nephew, CEO Drakon must marry. And caring Lucy is the ideal choice. His terms include a lavish Christmas wedding and nights of tantalizing pleasure. But that’s all emotionally guarded Drakon can offer! Lucy
cannot believe Drakon is proposing a marriage of convenience—their all-consuming island fling left her heartbroken! But Lucy’s adamant his nephew won’t grow up without a mother. And soon she realises she can’t be just a wife in name only. Dare she hope Drakon could give anything more…?
Sicilian��e�(tm)s Shock Proposal Standing outside Luka Cavalieri��e�(tm)s gleaming office, Sophie Durante��e�(tm)s heart is pounding. Eight years ago being caught in the Sicilian tycoon��e�(tm)s bed destroyed her pride and her reputation. He owes her, and now she��e�(tm)s come to collect. To
placate her ailing father, Luka must become her fake fiancé! Intrigued, Luka agrees to Sophie��e�(tm)s outrageous proposal ��e�" one glimpse of the feisty spirit simmering behind her cool exterior and he believes this engagement charade could be pleasurable. But a wedding night is out of the
question��e�until he can entice Sophie to admit just how much she wants one! Vows Made in Secret A woman scorned��e� Art expert Prudence Elliot is shocked when a new job brings her face-to-face with Laszlo de Zsadany ��e�" the irresistible enigma who blazed through her life like a comet,
leaving only her shattered heart in his wake. A husband discovered��e� Even more shocking, not only is Laszlo a secret millionaire, but their youthful pledging of love was legally binding ��e�" he��e�(tm)s her husband! A fiery reconciliation! Prudence is an addiction that Laszlo cannot fight,
but surely the heat between them will quickly burn out? Except soon he��e�(tm)s forced to admit that his craving for his wife is blazing out of control��e�! The Sheikh��e�(tm)s Wedding Contract Newly crowned Sheikh Zayed Al Afzal needs to earn his people��e�(tm)s allegiance. And that means the
one thing this wicked playboy��e�(tm)s always avoided ��e�" marriage! His viziers may have a bevy of beautiful options but when Zayed meets exquisite Nadia Amani he makes a choice that��e�(tm)s all his own. Now, with the wedding contract signed and sealed, Zayed learns the shocking truth ��e�"
Nadia��e�(tm)s his enemy��e�(tm)s daughter! But in the dark desert nights Zayed��e�(tm)s desire for his princess intensifies and anger gives way to a sensual hunger that begs to be satisfied��e� One Night, Two Consquences Beautiful, free-spirited Remy Draycott doesn��e�(tm)t believe in happyever-afters. A former child prodigy, she��e�(tm)s finally shaken free of the world��e�(tm)s expectations and is determined to live for the moment ��e�" including one scorching, unforgettable night with handsome stranger Bo Tessier! Billionaire wine magnate, Bo Tessier, never expected to see
Remy again ��e�" their mind-blowing night together had felt like playing with fire, except this time he wanted to get burned! But six weeks later, Remy returns. She��e�(tm)s pregnant ��e�" with twins! And this time, he can��e�(tm)t let her go so easily��e�
The Sensuous Sheikh: Married for Duty Newly crowned Sheikh Zayed Al Afzal needs to earn his people's allegiance. And that means the one thing this wicked playboy has always avoided—marriage! His viziers may have a bevy of beautiful options for him, but when Zayed meets exquisite Nadia Amani he
makes a choice that's all his own. Now, with the wedding contract signed and sealed, Zayed learns the shocking truth—Nadia is his enemy's daughter! But in the dark desert nights Zayed's desire for his princess intensifies and anger gives way to a sensual hunger that begs to be satisfied… The
world's sexiest billionaires finally say "I do!"
Innocent's Desert Wedding Contract
Modern Romance July 2015 Books 5-8
[Bundle] Pure Seduction Vol.2
The Sheikh’s Pretend Fiancée
His Contract Christmas Bride
Reunited by the Greek's Vows

The flaw in his jewel When Sheikh Zahir Ra'if Quarishi took a Western woman as his wife, it caused outrage among his people. And marrying Sapphire Marshall turned out to be the biggest mistake of Zahir's life. As cold and untouchable as her jeweled namesake, Sapphire fled the kingdom before sharing the marriage bed, leaving Zahir to face the shame
alone̶and his bank account five million dollars lighter. Now his ex-wife has been spotted in his desert and before she can run again, Zahir plans to banish her from his mind once and for all, beginning with reclaiming his wedding night!
Revenge…by seduction! The last person Calista expects̶or wants̶to see at her father's graveside is arrogant billionaire Lukas Kalanos. Five years earlier, after an affair that stole her innocence, Lukas betrayed her family and disappeared, leaving Callie with much more than a broken heart… Seeking vengeance on the Gianopoulous family for framing him, Lukas
finds Callie ripe for his seduction. She will pay for past wrongdoings̶between his sheets! But discovering that Callie has had his child is a surprise that changes Lukas's pleasurable plans for revenge…into a hunger to make her his own!
Sheikh, Husband, Father! Idris Delacour never expected to be king of Dalmaya, but his cousin s sudden death changes all that. And that s not all̶there s a royal baby on the way, too! Being a surrogate mom should ve given Saskia Harper and her little brother Jack a new start. Only, for her unborn child to inherit the throne she must now marry the new
king̶the man whose kisses she s never forgotten. Saskia wants to trust Idris̶but can she ever find a way into her sheikh s guarded heart?
The Irresistible Italian: Married for Business He's conquered global markets and immeasurable hearts, but to regain control of the fashion empire that's rightfully his, Rocco Mondelli must prove his playboy days are over. His secret weapon? Supermodel-in-hiding Olivia Fitzgerald...and the power to ruin her if she refuses to play his loving fiancée! But returning to
the world stage revives Olivia's old demons and instead of walking down the aisle towards her gorgeous groom - she flees! The world holds its breath: can the indomitable Rocco get his wayward bride to the altar on time? Society Weddings: The world's sexiest billionaires finally say "I do"! Dedicated bachelors and firm friends Rocco Mondelli, Christian Markos,
Stefan Bianco and Zayed Al Afzal have made their marks on the worlds of business and pleasure. Marriage was never something they were ever after...but things change and now they'll have to do whatever it takes to get themselves to the church on time! Yet nothing is as easy as it seems...and the women these four have set their sights on have plans of their
own! You are cordially invited to: The marriage of Rocco Mondelli & Olivia Fitzgerald in The Italian's Deal for I Do The marriage of Christian Markos & Alessandra Mondelli in The Greek's Pregnant Bride The marriage of Stefan Bianco & Clio Redgrave in The Sicilian's Surprise Wife The marriage of Sheikh Zayed Al Afzal & Princess Nadia Amani in The Sheikh's Wedding
Contract So RSVP and get ready to enjoy the pinnacle of luxury and opulence as the world's sexiest billionaires finally say 'I do'... Praise For Jennifer Hayward The Magnate's Manifesto 4.5* RT Book Review TOP PICK GOLD Hayward's must-read romance is a heart- stopping page-turner with an intriguing, jaw-dropping twist. The glitzy locales are over-the-top
perfect and intensely explosive intimacies are mind blowing. Changing Constantinou's Game 4* RT Book Review Hayward's expressive narrative expertly tells this drama-rich romance. The mistakes and redemptions in the relationship are genuine, and the love scenes are a sensual feast. The Truth About De Campo 4.5* RT Book Review TOP PICK Hayward's
explosive romance features over-the-top opulence and stars the youngest De Campo, Matteo, who's tortured by his past and a not-so-icy, shrewd businesswoman. The romance rocks with breath-stealing sexual tension between the pair, whose lovemaking is wickedly sensual. Brava!
The Shock Cassano Baby
Mills & Boon Comics
THE ITALIAN'S DEAL FOR I DO
The Sheikh's Convenient Princess
The Italian's Deal for I Do
Everyday Piety
Attention-grabbing headlines and stunning surprises are plentiful in this sexy enemies to lovers romance by Andie Brock. The most shocking story of all: “I am going to have a baby.” Following the sexiest time of her life with Leonardo Ravenino, journalist Emma Quinn is left mortified by his swift rejection. To let off steam, she writes a private,
scandalous exposé on the tycoon…and is horrified when it’s accidentally published! Yet that’s nothing compared to the surprise that soon follows… Leo’s enraged to see the woman who ruined his name on his doorstep. But once he discovers Emma’s pregnant, he knows what he has to do. Claiming his child will be easy. Trusting Emma and their
palpable chemistry? Unimaginable! From Harlequin Presents: Escape to exotic locations where passion knows no bounds.
Laila Tindall is only in Raihan to hone her pottery skills and visit her ailing grandfather. Marriage was never in the picture. But when her grandfather is tricked into signing a binding marriage contract to a man she finds repugnant, she has one choice: Run away. Her flight ends with a fortuitous meeting with Zayid Hasan, Crown Prince of
Raihan, who offers the perfect solution to Laila’s predicament: marry him and solve both their problems. Zayid’s younger brother must marry his pregnant fiancé, and ancient laws dictate the oldest brother is required to marry first. Desperate for a way to protect both her grandfather and herself, Laila agrees. After all, their marriage will last
only until Zayid’s brother can marry—and her marriage to the brooding, handsome prince isn’t much of a sacrifice. It’s not like she’s going to be foolish enough to fall in love… Zayid doesn’t know what to think about his new half-American wife. He doesn’t really want to think about her at all, but for some reason, he can’t stop himself. Strangely
enough, all the royal functions that used to bore him silly are now entertaining with Laila by his side—even though he knows she’d much rather be alone creating her art. Though the marriage of convenience was his idea, he can’t help but start to wish it was the real deal. No way can he ignore the simmering chemistry that’s driving them both a
bit crazy. He’s much better at ignoring what’s in his heart—until he realizes it just might break if he can’t convince Laila to stay with him forever…
The proposal he never expected to make… Life as a single man suits Orlando Cassano just fine. He believes in working hard and taking his pleasures whenever he chooses. Until his affair with sassy CEO Isobel Spicer ends in a very unexpected result! Orlando may not have had a father figure growing up but he will be a parent to his child. Yet
getting independent career woman Isobel down the aisle will take more than his legendary skills of seduction. For she demands the one thing he's never given anyone: that he confront his past if they are to have a future…
Harlequin® Presents brings you four new titles for one great price! This Presents box set includes: PROTECTING THE DESERT HEIR (Scandalous Sheikh Brides) by Caitlin Crews Sheikh Rihad al Bakri's iron control is shattered by bold, beautiful Sterling McRae—the woman carrying his brother's unborn child and the heir to their
kingdom—and soon replaced by infuriating, inescapable desire. To secure his country's future, Rihad must claim Sterling, too… THE SICILIAN'S SURPRISE WIFE (Society Weddings) by Tara Pammi Stefan Bianco's searing gaze returns Clio Norwood to the fiery, passionate woman he once knew. Clio has the key to his revenge, and Stefan has
the key to her freedom…but only if he agrees to her shocking proposal! TEMPTED BY HER BILLIONAIRE BOSS (The Tenacious Tycoons) by Jennifer Hayward Harrison Grant can't afford distractions with a high-stakes deal on the table, but his new assistant, Francesca Masseria, is as diverting for her beauty as her incompetence! And what he's
beginning to want from Francesca isn't part of her job description! SEDUCED INTO THE GREEK'S WORLD by Dani Collins For Natalie Adams, an affair in Paris with billionaire Demitri Makricosta surpasses her wildest dreams! But the closer Natalie gets to emotions he's locked away, the more Demitri tries to distract her to ensure that
seduction remains the only thing between them... Look for 8 new exciting stories every month from Harlequin® Presents!
The Sheikh's Wedding Contract
Bound By The Billionaire's Baby
The Sheikh's Marriage Proclamation
THE SHEIKH'S WEDDING CONTRACT
THE GREEK'S PREGNANT BRIDE
Sicilian's Shock Proposal / Vows Made in Secret / the Sheikh's Wedding Contract / One Night, Two Consequences
Harlequin® Presents brings you a collection of four new titles! This Presents box set includes: BILLIONAIRE’S BABY OF REDEMPTION Rings of Vengeance By Michelle Smart When Javier learns his explosive night with Sophie left her pregnant, he’s adamant they wed! But warm, compassionate Sophie demands
more. Can Javier accept that giving her and the baby his all is the key to his redemption? CONSEQUENCE OF THE GREEK’S REVENGE One Night With Consequences By Trish Morey Wary of being exploited for her fortune, Athena is devastated to learn Alexios only wants her to avenge himself against her father!
But when the consequence of their passion is revealed, he wants her for so much more… SHEIKH’S PRINCESS OF CONVENIENCE Bound to the Desert King By Dani Collins Entertaining Princess Galila at a royal wedding seems frivolous…until she reveals Karim’s family’s darkest secret. To prevent a scandal,
Karim will make Galila his convenient bride! KIDNAPPED FOR HER SECRET SON By Andie Brock When Jaco discovers Leah’s given birth to his heir, he’s determined to shield them from his adoptive family’s criminal intentions! He kidnaps Leah and his son, whisking them away to his island… BONUS BOOK
INCLUDED IN THIS BOX SET! Close to the Edge by Zara Cox. Be sure to collect Harlequin® Presents’ October 2018 Box Set 2 of 2! Join HarlequinMyRewards.com to earn FREE books and more. Earn points for all your Harlequin purchases from wherever you shop.
A sheikh dedicated to pleasure, a woman intent on revenge, a love that cannot be denied… Sheikh Adam ibn Mohammed Aziz enjoys a life of wheeling and dealing, seducing and flirting. He’s only doing what comes naturally, and loving women happens to come very naturally to him—so long as the women
understand that they can never touch his heart. That’s why an arranged marriage will suit him nicely. He only has to make sure of one thing—he’s untainted by scandal. And he’s been too discreet to allow any scandal to attach itself to him. So far, anyway. Half-English, half-Ahmari, librarian Jasmine Delaney
flirts with Adam for one reason only—he caused her beloved sister’s death. Her life will never be the same again and she needs the handsome Adam to understand the pain his careless affairs have caused. At first she’s not sure how she can do this. But all becomes clear when she discovers his Achilles Heel—he
must appear to be free from scandal. So she decides she’ll give him a scandal which will destroy his future. Perhaps then he’ll understand, in a small way, the grief his womanizing has caused. But the best-laid plans of a vengeful woman can go astray, especially when she finds herself in a setting of exquisite
beauty, in the company of a consummate seducer who has spent his life perfecting his ability to give and receive pleasure… --Secrets of the Sheikhs-- The Sheikh's Revenge by Seduction The Sheikh's Secret Love Child The Sheikh's Marriage Trap --The Sheikhs of Havilah-- The Sheikh’s Secret Baby Bought by the
Sheikh The Sheikh’s Forbidden Lover Surrender to the Sheikh Taken for the Sheikh's Harem --Desert Kings-- Wanted: A Wife for the Sheikh The Sheikh's Bargain Bride The Sheikh's Lost Lover Awakened by the Sheikh Claimed by the Sheikh Wanted: A Baby by the Sheikh
Princess Nadia believes offering her virginity to King Zayed, a long-standing, hostile enemy of her country, is the best way to forge peace between their countries. And so Nadia disguises herself as a dancer and infiltrates the king’s chambers. Here she will seduce the king, who is rumored to be a vulgar man. As
pure Nadia trembles in his bed, the king finally appears, but he’s dignified and good-looking—completely different from his terrible reputation! Now what will become of Nadia’s plan? What will become of Nadia?
“Abide by the contract that I’m going to present to you. You have no right to refuse.” With these words, the devilish Rocco Mondelli, a wealthy man from Milan, threatened Olivia. Rocco thinks Olivia is a temptress who goes after wealthy men and that she is the one who deceived his grandfather. Olivia is
outraged that Rocco would believe her capable of such behavior…yet she can’t suppress her response to Rocco’s gaze. How can he affect her so when he clearly thinks so little of her?
Harlequin Presents July 2015 - Box Set 1 of 2
Harlequin Presents June 2015 - Box Set 2 of 2
The Sheikh's Virgin Princess
Harlequin Presents July 2015 - Box Set 2 of 2
The Sheikh's Prize
Harlequin Presents - June 2019 - Box Set 2 of 2
Synopsis coming soon.......
Harlequin Presents brings you a collection of four new titles! This Presents box set includes: BILLIONAIRE WITHOUT A PAST Irresistible Russian Tycoons by Carol Marinelli When Nikolai Eristov meets dancer Rachel Cary, he sees a woman running from shadows as dark as his own. And one electric night makes Nikolai promise Rachel two weeks of exquisite pleasureExcept the billionaire lied.
Two weeks isn't nearly enough! THE SHOCK CASSANO BABY One Night With Consequences by Andie Brock When Orlando Cassano's affair with Isobel Spicer has a surprise consequence, he's determined to be there for his child. But getting independent Isobel down the aisle takes more than his legendary charm! She demands the one thing Orlando has never given anyone… CLAIMING THE
ROYAL INNOCENT Kingdoms & Crowns by Jennifer Hayward Unveiled as secret royalty, Aleksandra Dimitriou enters a new world…under Aristos Nicolades's protection. He has orders not to touch the innocent princess, but as their desire rises it's soon clear the person Aristos should be protecting Aleksandra from is himself! KEPT AT THE ARGENTINE'S COMMAND by Lucy Ellis Argentinean
polo god Alejandro du Crozier hates weddings…until he is stranded with the alluring maid of honor! Innocent Lulu Lachaille is too tempting, and he whisks her off to Buenos Aires until he is sure that their recklessness hasn't left lasting consequences! Be sure to collect Harlequin Presents' May 2016 Box set 2 of 2!
Alessandra needed to confess the truth to Christian Marcos, a handsome European billionaire. In the midst of the bustling party, she is able to find him immediately. Ever since she was a young girl, she has adored him and secretly call him Adonis, after the beautiful Greek god. And her dream did come true for an all-too-brief time?they spent just one night together. Now, even though Christian has
never truly loved her or anyone else, Alessandra must tell him that she’s pregnant… Desperately in love with a man beyond her reach, she’s falling deeper and deeper into desolation!
Much of the life and ritual of the Druze in Lebanon appears mysterious to outsiders, as this esoteric sect remains closed to non-members. Lubna Tarabey, herself a member of this community, is ideally placed to offer insight into the family life, tradition and religious practices of the Druze. She looks back to the 1970s, and the start of a civil war that shattered Lebanon along confessional lines, to
explore how the substantial social and political changes that have shaken the country have affected marriage and divorce practices. Family Law in Lebanon highlights the social ramficiations of this civil war, as Lebanese society divided according to sectarian affiliations, strengthening this facet of identity to the detriment of a wider 'Lebanese' identification. It was through this process that the internal
cohesion and solidarity of a group such as the Druze became even more important. Thus, for generations, the Druze way of life was characterized by a high degree of 'traditional' practices and customs. Examining the development of attitudes towards marriage and divorce uncovers the extent to which these traditions are being developed, negotiated and even cast aside. Through analysis of court
records, Tarabey explores established and emerging patterns of marriage choices and grounds for divorce. She thus focuses on two interconnected trajectories: one that considers the changes in these overall family patterns and another that places these changes within the legal context in which they occur, focussing on the interplay between the social and the legal. It is through this that she
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highlights a complex web of change and continuity, of traditional values competing with enhanced individualism and personal freedoms.
Islam and Economy in Jordan
An Anthology
The Sheikh's Wedding Contract (Mills & Boon Modern) (Society Weddings, Book 4)
Harlequin Presents January 2017 - Box Set 2 of 2
From Exposé to Expecting
A Secret Baby Romance
The only way to protect her is to declare their forbidden promise to the world. From USA TODAY bestselling author Annie West comes this enchanting tale of desert desire. Shielded by her enemy Tempted by the forbidden… Fleeing a forced betrothal, Tara Michaels escapes across the border, landing in Sheikh Raif’s opulent palace. Their countries are enemies, and he’s bossy and proud—but this charismatic desert king is offering her a luxurious safe haven… Raif knows protecting Tara is
risky, but he’s entranced by her beauty—and she stands up to him when others dare not. Yet once her identity as his guest becomes known, his final option is one he never thought he’d take: proclaiming Tara as his bride-to-be! From Harlequin Presents: Escape to exotic locations where passion knows no bounds.
A marriage on paper only… …until long-hidden desires reignite! Kate O’Connor is stunned when her ex-fiancé, self-made billionaire Nikos Nikoladis, storms back into her life with a shocking demand: to complete their previously abandoned trip down the aisle! He’ll gain the wife he requires to secure his goddaughter’s adoption and save Kate’s ailing company. In desperation, she agrees. But on an opulent honeymoon across Europe, these heated adversaries don’t anticipate their
still-smoldering flame to explode into irresistible passion… Discover this passionate reunion romance
Harlequin Presents brings you a collection of four new titles! This Presents box set includes: SHOCK HEIR FOR THE KING Secret Heirs of Billionaires By Clare Connelly Frankie is shocked when Matt, the stranger she gave her innocence to, reappears. Now she’s in for the biggest shock of all—he’s actually King Matthias! And to claim his heir, he demands Frankie become his queen! UNTOUCHED UNTIL HER UTLRA-RICH HUSBAND By Dani Collins To avoid destitution, Luli
needs outrageously wealthy Gabriel’s help. The multi-billionaire’s solution? He’ll secure both their futures by marrying her! But sweeping Luli into his luxurious world, Gabriel discovers the chemistry with his untouched wife is priceless… CLAIMING HIS REPLACEMENT QUEEN Monteverre Marriages By Amanda Cinelli Khalil’s motivation for marriage is politics, not passion. Yet a sizzling encounter with his soon-to-be Queen, Cressida changes everything. And the desire innocent
Cressida ignites is too hot to resist… REUNITED BY THE GREEK’S VOWS By Andie Brock Kate’s stunned when ex-fiancé, Nikos, storms back into her life — and demands they marry! Desperate to save her company, she agrees. But what these heated adversaries don’t anticipate, is that their still-smoldering flame will explode into irresistible passion… Be sure to collect Harlequin Presents’ June 2019 Box Set 1 of 2! Join HarlequinMyRewards.com to earn FREE books and more.
Earn points for all your Harlequin purchases from wherever you shop.
From secretary…to the sheikh's wife! Sheikh Ibrahim al-Ansari knows a reconciliation with his estranged father means accepting his father's choice of bride…unless he gets there first! Luckily he has the perfect princess in mind—his new assistant Ruby Dance. After her last cheating boyfriend, Ruby is avoiding all commitments, but this promotion could help her family, so she agrees to a temporary marriage. She should be craving her next assistant role, not the devastating beauty of the desert and
the man who rules it all…
Six Sinful Sheikhs/an Arabian Marriage/Protecting the Desert Heir/the Sheikh's Wedding Contract/Cinderella and the Sheikh/Captured by a Sheikh
The Greek's Pleasurable Revenge
THE SHEIKH'S WEDDING CONTRACT(colored version)
A Romance Novel
Marriage and Divorce among the Druze
Harlequin Presents October 2018 - Box Set 1 of 2
Harlequin Presents brings you four new titles for one great price! This Presents box set includes: THE RUTHLESS GREEK'S RETURN by Sharon Kendrick CEO Loukas Sarantos's most recent procurement means he can finally take revenge on Jessica Cartwright—the only woman to ever walk away from him. But Loukas soon begins to realize Jessica may be the most precious jewel in
his possession⋯ TYCOON'S DELICIOUS DEBT (The Chatsfield) by Susanna Carr Serena Dominguez spent her life planning Cooper Brock's downfall. But when she yields to his challenge, she's stripped bare by Cooper's raw passion. As he holds her in his arms, Serena realizes she may be falling for the enemy⋯ THE SHEIKH'S WEDDING CONTRACT (Society Weddings) by Andie
Brock With their wedding contract sealed, Sheikh Zayed Al Afzal learns the shocking truth—his beautiful bride, Nadia, is his enemy's daughter! But in the dark desert nights Zayed's anger gives way to a sensual hunger that begs to be satisfied⋯ BOUND BY THE BILLIONAIRE'S BABY (One Night With Consequences) by Cathy Williams Candid, innocent artist Susie Sadler is nothing like
the women Sergio Burzi normally dates. The urge to sweep her into his gilded realm—if only for the night—is overwhelming. But there are repercussions to taking what you want⋯ Look for 8 new exciting stories every month from Harlequin Presents!
A deal sends them to the altar⋯ But desire leads them to the bedroom! Harper has no choice but to honor her runaway sister’s agreement—even though becoming the fake fianc e to formidable tycoon Vieri Romano sets her heart racing! After she’s stolen away to his Sicilian castle, Harper is at the mercy of their mutual longing. But when consummating their vows has consequences, she
must decide: Dare she trust Vieri with more than her body?
Harlequin Presents brings you four new titles for one great price! This Presents box set includes: MARRIED FOR AMARI'S HEIR (One Night With Consequences) by Maisey Yates Relinquishing her virginity should have covered Charity's debt, but her one white-hot night with the enigmatic Rocco Amari has unexpected consequences. Now Rocco is determined to legitimize his heir⋯by
making Charity his wife! A TASTE OF SIN (Seven Sexy Sins) by Maggie Cox Restaurateur Gene Bonnaire always gets what he wants, and he wants Rose Heathcote's shop for his new restaurant—and its current alluring owner in his bed! Securing the shop is easy. But seducing this defiant beauty may be his greatest challenge yet⋯ SICILIAN'S SHOCK PROPOSAL (Playboys of Sicily) by
Carol Marinelli Eight years ago, being caught in Luka Cavalieri's bed destroyed Sophie Durante's pride and her reputation. He owes her, and now she's come to collect. To placate her ailing father, Luka must become her fake fianc ! VOWS MADE IN SECRET by Louise Fuller Art expert Prudence Elliot is shocked when a new job brings her face-to-face with Laszlo de Zsadan. Even more
shocking, not only is Laszlo a secret millionaire, but their youthful pledging of love was legally binding—he's her husband! Look for 8 new exciting stories every month from Harlequin Presents!
The Sensuous Sheikh: Married for Duty... Newly crowned Sheikh Zayed Al Afzal needs to earn his people’s allegiance. And that means the one thing this wicked playboy has always avoided – marriage! His viziers might have a bevy of beautiful options, but when Zayed meets exquisite Nadia Amani he makes a choice that’s all his own.
Harlequin Presents - June 2021 - Box Set 1 of 2
Family Law in Lebanon
The Sheikh's Marriage Trap
Harlequin Presents May 2016 - Box Set 2 of 2
Harlequin Presents April 2018 - Box Set 1 of 2
The Sheikh's Contract Bride
Liyah Reed returns to the Middle East hoping for something more than her humdrum life back at home, but what she finds is beyond her wildest dreams... Five years after her first stay as a foreign exchange student, American librarian Liyah returns to the Middle East. The move goes against her practical nature, but even a plain jane like
herself sometimes thirsts for adventure. When a favor for a friend thrusts her into the path of beguiling billionaire Asad Sharif, Liyah’s sensible life may become something far more…sensual. Liyah is ensnared by Asad’s seductive charm, but she’s way out of her depth. However with a push from Asad’s meddling sister, Liyah is soon
leading the lavish lifestyle of a sheikha. Billionaire businessman Asad Sharif has willing women falling at his feet on multiple continents, but what he needs is a wife...or at least the appearance of one. To convince investors that he’s a dependable man, what Asad needs is a fake fiancée. The bookish American Liyah is the perfect choice,
and when she accepts his pretend proposal, Asad’s sister is eager to help Liyah look the part. When his shy wallflower unexpectedly blooms into a stunning beauty, Asad will have to work doubly hard not to lose himself in Liyah’s strawberry blonde hair and enticing curves. In the playground of the wealthy Middle Eastern elite, things are
getting hotter than ever for the sheikh and his would-be sheikha, but all fake marriages must eventually come to an end...
Harlequin Presents brings you four full-length stories in one collection! Experience the glamorous lives of royals and billionaires, where passion knows no bounds. Be swept into a world of luxury, wealth and exotic locations. This box set includes: HER IMPOSSIBLE BABY BOMBSHELL by USA TODAY bestselling author Dani Collins After
his challenging upbringing, billionaire Jun Li made sure he couldn’t have children. So when Ivy Lam, the woman he shared one mesmerizing encounter with, claims she’s pregnant, he needs proof – before he claims them both! THE PLAYBOY’S “I DO” DEAL (A Signed, Sealed…Seduced novel) by Tara Pammi Dev Kohli’s superyacht is the
perfect hideout from the forced marriage Clare’s escaping – despite the intimacy it brings… But when the threat to her increases, so does the need to protect her with something Dev never thought he’d offer – his ring! FROM EXPOSÉ TO EXPECTING by Andie Brock Following one sexy night with Leonardo, his swift rejection leaves
journalist Emma mortified. Letting off steam, she writes a private, scandalous exposé on the tycoon…that’s accidentally published! Yet that’s nothing compared to the surprise that follows… QUEEN BY ROYAL APPOINTMENT (A Princesses by Royal Decree novel) by USA TODAY bestselling author Lucy Monroe As a naïve teenager, Lady
Nataliya signed a contract promising her to a prince. Now, to release them both, she causes a scandal. It works… Until her betrothed’s brother, the irresistibly brooding King Nikolai, insists she honor the marriage agreement – with him! For more stories filled with passion and drama, look for Harlequin Presents June 2021 Box Set – 2 of 2
Working and living as an authentic Muslim—comporting oneself in an Islamically appropriate way—in the global economy can be very challenging. How do middle-class Muslims living in the Middle East navigate contemporary economic demands in a distinctly Islamic way? What are the impacts of these efforts on their Islamic piety? To
what authority does one turn when questions arise? What happens when the answers vary and there is little or no consensus? To answer these questions, Everyday Piety examines the intersection of globalization and Islamic religious life in the city of Amman, Jordan. Drawing on in-depth ethnographic fieldwork in Amman, Sarah A. Tobin
demonstrates that Muslims combine their interests in exerting a visible Islam with the opportunities and challenges of advanced capitalism in an urban setting, which ultimately results in the cultivation of a "neoliberal Islamic piety." Neoliberal piety, Tobin contends, is created by both Islamizing economic practices and economizing
Islamic piety, and is done in ways that reflect a modern, cosmopolitan style and aesthetic, revealing a keen interest in displays of authenticity on the part of the actors. Tobin highlights sites at which economic life and Islamic virtue intersect: Ramadan, the hijab, Islamic economics, Islamic banking, and consumption. Each case reflects
the shift from conditions and contexts of highly regulated and legalized moral behaviors to greater levels of uncertainty and indeterminacy. In its ethnographic richness, this book shows that actors make normative claims of an authentic, real Islam in economic practice and measure them against standards that derive from Islamic law,
other sources of knowledge, and the pragmatics of everyday life.
A sheikh, his innocent…and their desert wedding deal! USA TODAY bestselling author Heidi Rice is stirring up plenty of drama in this royal marriage of convenience romance! A practical agreement… An indisputable desire! Sheikh Karim needs a fiancée in order to avoid royal retribution from his tyrant father. Orla Calhoun needs to save
her family’s legendary stud farm. The “no sex” clause of their contract should make things simple…if they can contain their simmering chemistry! Orla’s rich-girl reputation belies years of hard work and her most protected secret: she’s a virgin! That’s never been an issue, until the intense attraction between her and Karim refuses to
subside. That attraction becomes unavoidable when duty calls Karim—and his bride-to-be—back to Zafar… From Harlequin Presents: Escape to exotic locations where passion knows no bounds.
Harlequin Comics
The Italian's Pregnant Virgin\A Deal for the Di Sione Ring\Bought to Carry His Heir\Bound by His Desert Diamond
Bound by the Billionaire's Baby / The Sheikh's Wedding Contract
Billionaire's Baby of Redemption\Consequence of the Greek's Revenge\Sheikh's Princess of Convenience\Kidnapped for Her Secret Son
The Sheikh's Pregnant Bride
Castiglione's Pregnant Princess\Blackmailed into the Marriage Bed\Vieri's Convenient Vows\Her Wedding Night Surrender

Harlequin® Presents brings you a collection of four new titles! This Presents box set includes: CASTIGLIONE’S PREGNANT PRINCESS Vows for Billionaires By Lynne Graham Prince Vitale is driven by royal duty—until his hunger for Jazmine leaves her pregnant. A temporary marriage will legitimise
their twins, but is the fire between them enough to make Jazz his permanent princess? BLACKMAILED INTO THE MARRIAGE BED By Melanie Milburne Vinn wants estranged wife Ailsa back on his arm, and he’s not above blackmail. But Ailsa meets his fire with fire, and Vinn must entice her with a
scorching seduction! VIERI’S CONVENIENT VOWS By Andie Brock Her runaway sister’s agreement leaves Harper no choice but to marry Vieri! When passionately consummating their vows has consequences, Harper must decide: dare she trust Vieri with more than her body? HER WEDDING NIGHT SURRENDER By
Clare Connelly Pietro vowed to never seduce his convenient virgin bride — until the chemistry between he and Emmeline becomes undeniable. But while Pietro hides a devastating secret, can they be married in more than name…? Be sure to collect Harlequin® Presents’ April 2018 Box Set 2 of 2! Join
HarlequinMyRewards.com to earn FREE books and more. Earn points for all your Harlequin purchases from wherever you shop.
This bundle contains :TRADED TO THE DESERT SHEIKH ,THE MARRIAGE MERGER , and THE SHEIKH'S WEDDING CONTRACT.
Karim, Sultan of Zangrar, sought a gentle, obedient bride. What he got was a defiant, feisty wife with fire in her eyes! She couldn't be a virgin—she was a rebel princess who wouldn't be tamed. She was hiding secrets, refusing to do his bidding! The marriage contract couldn't be broken. Their
wedding vows had to be sealed! And then the sultan discovered Princess Alexandra was in fact an innocent….
Sheikh Malik Hourani, Crown Prince of Bha'Khar,is a rich and powerful man dedicated to ruling hiskingdom—but experience has made him wary of love. Beth Farrah has been betrothed to the sheikhsince birth, but she has a secret! She's not the woman hethinks she is….
The Sheikh’s Marriage Bargain
Vieri's Convenient Vows
An Uplifting International Romance
Harlequin® Presents brings you a collection of four new titles! This Presents box set includes: THE ITALIAN'S PREGNANT VIRGIN Heirs Before Vows by Maisey Yates When backpacker Esther Abbott's deal to become a surrogate falls through, she has to turn to the baby's father! Having a child with a woman he's never met leaves Renzo Valenti with no choice but to claim the child…and make Esther his wife! A DEAL FOR THE DI SIONE RING The Billionaire's Legacy
by Jennifer Hayward Nate Brunswick's search for his grandfather's lost ring leads the illegitimate Di Sione to an inconvenient engagement! Mina Mastrantino can't pass the ring on until she's married. A divorce should be easy…but their exquisite wedding night gives them both far more than they planned! BOUGHT TO CARRY HIS HEIR by Jane Porter Georgia Nielsen can't afford to refuse a request of surrogacy to an enigmatic tycoon. But striking a deal with the devil traps
her on Nikos Panos's isolated Greek island! If he wants defiant Georgia to submit, Nikos must confront the demons that haunt him… BOUND BY HIS DESERT DIAMOND Wedlocked! by Andie Brock Princess Annalina knows that a compromising photograph with a stranger will end her arranged engagement—but her mystery man is her betrothed's brother! Prince Zahir Zahani's kiss traps them both in a royal bind, and giving in to his darkest desires becomes all Zahir
craves… Be sure to collect Harlequin® Presents' January 2017 Box set 1 of 2! Join HarlequinMyRewards.com to earn FREE books and more. Earn points for all your Harlequin purchases from wherever you shop.
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